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CDG ANNOUNCES 2011 GAINS AND CABS FCC REFORM ENHANCEMENTS
Champaign, IL, May 3, 2012 – Communications Data Group (CDG), veteran provider of
telecommunications data and voice billing, mediation and carrier interconnect billing,
announces the acquisition of 11 new client contracts during Fiscal Year 2011. With the
completion of its annual audit, Bill Oglesby, Chief Financial Officer, noted that the new business
resulted in significant revenue increases, including a seven percent gain in CDG’s recurring
revenue alone.
Mr. Oglesby also stated that the expansion of CDG’s client base in 2011 is a notable
achievement given the current uncertainty in the industry, and reflects positively on CDG. “The
increases in our new business, coupled with the high retention rate of our existing clients,” he
commented, “indicates that our clients believe we are the best option to help them now and
down the road. CDG invests considerable resources in developing systems and services that
quickly address mandated modifications. With talented personnel and the active participation
of our customer community, CDG is committed to creating progressive products that satisfy
customers’ daily and extraordinary requirements.”
According to Bob LaBonté, Chief Executive Officer, “CDG remains optimistic on the CABS side of
the shop due to our history and experience with special access, broadband and wireless
backhaul billing. While CDG continues to offer a license model for our products, we have
positioned ourselves to address the market realities that suggest an online or service bureau
model may be a better option for companies moving forward.”
The latest CDG CABS software release includes the ability to apply the mandated PVU (Percent
of VOIP Usage) percentage at the Carrier/State level with the ability to apply unique
percentages for both originating and terminating traffic. The system is Version 51 C/BOS
compliant, has a proven history of revenue assurance, seamless mediation processes,
numerous reporting functions, and is deemed ‘best‐of‐breed’ by most of the industry’s largest
carriers.
About CDG: CDG provides smart data solutions: CABS, Billing, Mediation, Customer Care, Plant,
Trouble, and Service Activation Manager, E‐Care, workflow, financial and facilities
management, consulting and hosted services.
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